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Nintendo switch zelda tips and tricks

The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild DLC expansion, The Champions' Ballad, is the second and final DLC package released, and will remain so, according to Nintendo. The add-on is available for Wii for you and switch.How Do You Get The Champions' Ballad DLC?If you don't already
have a Champions' Ballad DLC expansion kit, there are three ways you can get it. However, you can't buy this other additional material for Switch or Wii U on your own. The first DLC package, The Master Trials, will be combined with another package, The Ballad of Champions. Both
packages are sold together as an Extension Pass. To get Champions' Ballad, go to the Downloadable Content option on the console, buy the digital download code from your reseller and redeem it, or go to Nintendo eShop to buy it. You need 2.4GB of free space on the Nintendo Switch to
download and play both packages. Champions' Ballad was released in December 2017 with new weapons, dungeons, costumes and story elements. To use the additional material, you need to beat all four beasts in the base game, including Divine Beast Vah Rute, Divine Beast Vah
Rudania, Divine Beast Vah Medoh and Divine Beast Vah Naboris. The good news is that you don't have to beat Calamity Ganonia.Below is the first game trailer released for the Champions' Ballad at the 2016 Game Awards.Champion's Ballad begins with adventures on the Great Plain and
then moves on to the challenges of the four champions. You have to fight four beasts again when you dare in a ballad of champions, but new costumes and weapons shake it up a little bit. Some players spent more time in Hyrule than others, but now you'll find nine new treasure chests and
find a new castle, new sanctuaries, more challenges and possibly find areas you never went to in a base game. You can also open a super-cool-looking motorcycle called Master Cycle Zero Divine Beast to complete Tamer's Trial.To, which will help you rediscober Hyrule in Champions'
Ballad, you'll find killer tips and tricks below to facilitate Link's adventure and make the experience more fun! The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild Tips and Tricks:You can enjoy all the challenges of The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild, but Champions' Ballad brings the most
challenging entrance in the series and of course it's the last additional material adventure you'll get. The game is not your typical Zelda, and you have a lot of secrets that you can control to make your journey across Hyrule more manageable. Here are the best Zelda: Breath of the Wild tips
and tricks you need. Tip #1: Learn how to cook excellent meals Love the idea of cooking, but you have no real idea how to do something, let alone create one of your brilliant creations? Don't worry, because you can check the recipe where food or elixir you buy or create so that you can
easily It. When cooking, do not mix two different types of ingredients that affect the condition, as they nullify each other. As with real cooking, simple is always the best. Keep in place, however, that it's always worth creating a selection of meals and elixires with varying amounts of
ingredients, so you won't always end up with ten courses capable of ten-minute additions when you only need a couple of minutes. Tip #2: Don't stack buffs because it doesn't workPrepping for a big fight or want to increase the speed of movement while staying cool? You'll have to mix your
outfit alongside your stats-increasing food and elixirs, as buffs don't stack up in Breath of the Wild. Even if you have 14 minutes left with a bodywarming buff and need to increase your climbing speed, you will lose those 14 minutes immediately if you win another dish that adds statistics. Tip
#3: Always carry non-metallic weapons With youAlways make sure you have different types of weapons and shields with you during your trip – especially non-metallic ones. In Breath of the Wild, thunderstorms can rear their heads, and if you wear a metal shield, melee weapon or springs,
you become a lightning bolt channel. This situation can be avoided by quickly replacing the devices with wooden or ancient tools, but for those who plan to save the storm, one lightning strike can kill Link immediately. Tip #4: Learn how to use elements in CombatUndernding basics Breath
of the Wild is the key to taking down a more challenging enemy. Fight the ice ed, shoot the Fire Arrow in their direction (although strangely the fire-eds can be nervous on the ice). For example, bypassing ghostly enemies with elemental rods that you collide can be defeated by a single hit
when using the opposite element. You can also change the dropped Chuchu Jelly by hitting it with a different element – handy for making elixir! Tip #5: Always go to heart containers Early on Breath of the Wild, you won't pick up heart pieces to boost your health. Instead, you run shrines to

get Spirit Orbs and swap four irritable bikes for pieces or a heart tank. At the beginning of the game, always choose Heart Containers. Breath of the Wild not only has many enemies that can easily wipe five or more hearts with a single hit – it's easier (and less resource-heavy) to restore lost
endurance while climbing a wall or swimming than continuing to heal in battle. Tip #6: Pay attention to WeatherHaving, which has already mentioned how lightning can affect device loading, weather in Breath of the Wild plays an essential role in exploring the land of hyrule. In addition to hot
and cold climates – which damage your health and require cooler or warmer clothing – rain showers, blizzards, high winds and even cloudy clouds can change the way the link is passed through the areas. Such as rain, you can't climbing cliffs or walls, and windy days can send Link flying if
he pulls out his paragliding. The weather is mostly dynamic, but a handy indicator on your mini map will tell you what conditions to expect near you at any time. Tip #7: Always take advantage of magnes near water Once you've left the starting area of the Great Plain, Sheikah Slate starts
with four powerful abilities that you can use – one of which is Magnesis. Magnesis allows you to pick up metal objects and manipulate them. Treasure chests and metal slabs made for transit areas are usually hidden at the bottom of sinuses or water bodies. So, when exploring Hyrule, don't
forget to check what's at the bottom of every lake. Tip #8: Talk to anyone you can about theLegend Zelda titles has always had loose side tasks available, but breath of the Wild never quite knows when Hylian denizen will ask for your help – which opens up an hour-long side task with tasty
prey at the end of it. Sometimes these tasks are signposted in red! NPC's speech bubble, but they often come only for discussion. It's also worth talking to most NFCs because they also tend to tell you about exciting sights nearby or rumors in Hyrule.Tip #9: Understand how gun attack
statistics work It's important to track gun statistics while playing Breath of the Wild, but don't take larger numbers as gospel. Most heavy, dull weapons usually provide serious damage, while spears and bar guns tend to offer lower levels. However, the attack speed should be taken into
account, as pole guns can usually hit three or four hits against each slow hammer or axe swing. This means that a bar with damage of 9 or 12 can cause 36 points of damage, while an axe can only land per 28 hits. This result isn't so crucial in the early stages of your adventure, but when
you pick up rare weapons and fight harder enemies, it's certainly something you'll want to consider. Tip #10: Know where to look for Korok SeedsWoodland spirits, known as Koroks, are hidden all over Hyrule, and when you find their hideout, you'll be rewarded with Korok Seed for talking to
them. However, finding interest rates is a bit of a trial and a mistake. Fortunately, there are some signs on the field that need to be watched out for. Podiums are usually hidden under lonely stones or more often in the middle of a stone circle that lacks stone. Many are hidden behind floral
puzzles, where you either have to follow the path or repeat the pattern, and some are hidden behind block puzzles. The occasional Korok also hides in plain sight – listen to its movement swing to chase it. With this information, you should be able to more easily detect the hidden Korok and
seed that helps expand the storage of equipment. Tip #11: Don't Down master sword right away It can be tempting to make a beeline real Master Sword when you start Breath of the Wild – after all, it's the only unbreakable blade in the game. However, spend your time and build your
strength because acquiring it is not a simple task, and you have to be valuable enough to use it. Top tip (without spoiling too much), make sure you find it when you've got a significant number of hearts – and no, temporary ones don't count. Tip #12: Take on A Divine Beast When You
CanThe Divine Beasts in Breath of the Wild are basically this Zelda's version of major temples. These mechanical beings do not just hide more solveable myties; They also give Link new talent to help him with his adventure. So, if you happen to be close to the Divine Beast and think it's
worth holding back exploring instead, blitz the Beast and make the most of your new update – you'll thank me later. Tip #13: Shoot blue rabbits for a shiny surpriseIf you're short of rupees, hunt glowing blue rabbits and aim your bow. Instead of turning into raw meat, they spread brilliant
stacks of precious gems. You can't catch them either, so your only option is to kill what's a little depressing. Tip #14: Don't worry about completing the main task too early by wanting to pile spoilers on you, but fighting Ganon early isn't – necessarily – the worst thing you can do. I recommend
first performing four Divine Beasts and building your strength and arsenal before wading into Hyrule Castle, but don't worry about mopping up every shrine or Korok seed first. When you win Ganon, you get the perfect free reign of hyrule, so you can go back and finish everything you've lost
without worrying about Ganon's evil control that corrupts the landscape. Landscape.
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